I. OVERVIEW
To represent positive integers by regular patterns on a plane or in three-dimensional space remains an active trend in number theory (e.g. see [3] ) which may be traced back (see [1] ) to the works of its great pioneers − Gauss, Euler, Fermat, etc. − and even further back, to the founders of this conception, the Pythagoreans. The aim of the present article is to explore the possibility of extending the representation framework for integers to spaces with more than three dimensions. Thus, taking up a definition of polygonal numbers given by Diophantus [2] and also by Nicomachus [4] and generalizing the Pythagorean concept of gnomon, one is led through quite elementary means to a single, unified definition of multidimensional number formations henceforth called hypersolids. Viewing these numbers from different perspectives, several intrinsic symmetries become manifest which are worthy of further exploration as they may be of use in number theory and/or other fields.
II. PLANE POLYGONAL NUMBERS
Polygonal numbers may be defined as follows: Given an arithmetical progression with the first term 1 and common difference d, the sum of n terms is the nth polygonal with 2 d k + = vertices and k sides with n units each. Let denote the rth term of the given progression and the nth polygonal number. Then, and can be written Since the terms generate the polygonal number sequence in the sense that
they were called the gnomons of polygonals and henceforth they will be referred to as n-gnomons. Similarly, one may also define as d-gnomons the differences of any two polygonals with the same n and consecutive d : . Thus, using (1), we have
Therefore, the d-gnomons of polygonals are the triangular numbers. 
It readily follows that pyramidals have as n-gnomons the corresponding p olygonals, i.e.,
nd as d-gnomons, the triangular pyramidals, i.e.,
Tab e 2 displays the pyramidal numbers fo and their 
V. FOUR-DIMENSIONAL SOLID NUMBERS
no logical grounds for confining intellectual operations to the ree-dimensional space of sense perception. Subsequently, the procedure employed above can be extended to al pyramidal numbers (hypersolids) may be defined as follows: Given a pyramidal equenc he sum of n terms is the nth hypersolid in four dimensions with vertices and k + 2 edges of n units each. The "base" of the so-defined hypersolid is the nth pyramidal Let denote the nth hypersolid. Then, using (4), (5) and the summation formula
I
Despite religious and philosophical beliefs, there are th generate solid numbers in higher dimensions. Thus, by piling successive pyramidals one obtains four-dimensional solid numbers.
nsional solids have as n-gnomons the corresponding pyramidal numbers, i.e., s that four-dime
and as d-gnomons, the lowest order four-dimensional solid numbers, i.e., the pentahedrals ) n , ( and their (d) and (n) gnomons. to produce number formations in a higher dimensional space. ore complex number formations and even higher dimensional
DIM SIO AL LID UMB RS
at the Pythag an cep of n ber coll tions f units distrib ted in th sp Distinct number entities in the same space compile his process appears endless, generating more and m T spaces where new compiling phases take place. The emerging pattern suggests therefore that has the form
Expressed in terms of the binomial coefficients
ext, it must be shown that the S-numbers defined by (12) classify as hypersolids, i.e., they result from the compiling/summation of S-numbers in lower dimensional spaces. Thus, it must be shown that (13) r any v and d.
deed, using (12) for v→ v− 1 and the binomial identity e right-hand side of (13) yields as required.
It should be noted that (12) is also valid for v=0 and v=1. Thus, for v=0 we have (15) i.e., the constant differences of all arithmetical progressions (with at least two terms) may be said to constitute the zero-dimensional numbers. Also, for v = 1 we have
i.e., the individual terms of all arithmetical progressions may be said to constitute the one-dimensional numbers. 
e., the monad is the first term of all S-number sequences. Subsequently, all hypersolid numbers are, strictly pyram
To summarize, multidimensional solid numbers, or hypersolids, in short, are defined by relations (12) and (13) for n readily follows from (13) that
i.e., the n-gnomons of the hypersolids
defined in the immediately lower dimensional space. Also, the any given v-dime are the first order d-gnomons for nsional space
n consecutive dimensional spaces with the same n and d differ by what may be defined as dimensional v-gnomons. Thus, given the sequences
VI. DIMENSIONAL GNOMONS AND ARITHMETIC TRIANGLES
.., v-gnomons are the differences of their corresponding terms:
By use of (12) one finds that v-gnomons are the hypersolids
− . Hence, relation (20) proves to be gnomonic in a two-fold sense, i.e., it defines s l the n-gnomons -gno The hypersolid numbers generated from the same e ssion by s e com ns may best be isplayed in a triangular form, as shown in Table 4 ymmetrical y both and the v mons. arithm tical progre uccessiv pilatio . d
Table 4 Hypersolid Numbers with the Same d
From the resulting pattern a number of regularities becomes manifest of which the principal ones seem to be the following:
Corollary 1. Each entry in this arithmetic triangle with
is equal to the sum of its two adjacent entries in the horizontal row above. Evidently, this sum rule is relation (20) at work.
Corollary 2. The sum of the first n entries along any v-row is equal to the nth entry in the next
-row. This manifests directly the compiling process of generating the hypersolids as defined by (13).
Corollary 3. The sum of the first v entries along any n-row is equal to the vth entry in the next
-row. Thus, we have 
ht-hand side of (22) can be written as
ith c = v + n a constant. This follows directly after expanding the left-hand side and applying e fundamental be noted that for
the sum of the entries in each horizontal row is twice that of the preceding orizontal row and, if diminished by is also equal to the sum of the entries in all the preceding horizontal ws. d  13  5  8  3  5  2  3  1  2  1  ,  ,  d 
orollary 5. Summing the entries lying on directional lines of slope 1/2 , one obtains the Fibonacci sequences
As an in Table 5 The sums in Table 5 T n equa
and their multitude is s − n for n =1 and s− n+1 r n ≥ 2. Expanding the left-hand side of (29), we have
the second sum is zero while the first sum equal 1 − s . Using (14) for n≥ 2, we get s 
wit one finds 
